
 Henry W. Moore
Summer Reading

Assignment:
Grades 5 through 8

8th Grade - Mystery or Science Fiction
7th Grade - Historical Fiction or Mystery
6th Grade - Realistic or Science Fiction
5th Grade - Realistic or Historical Fiction

Grade Level Genres:

Summer is here, school is out, desks are empty, and locker doors are
shut! While the end of school signals that wonderful feeling of release
from homework, the “summer slide” can quickly set in. In order to avoid
the “summer slide” (that time when your brain shuts down and you
forget all that you learned in school throughout the year), we are
assigning a summer reading assignment. This summer, all incoming 5th,
6th, 7th, and 8th graders are asked to choose a book to read at their
appropriate reading level. Choose a book that interests you from the
genres we assigned! After you have chosen a book and read it,
complete the following graphic organizer and bring it on the first day
of school; it’s as easy as that.

Once we are back at school, we will use your completed graphic organizer
to create a mini-presentation which will then be presented at the Henry
W. Moore Book Bistro in September. At our Book Bistro, students in 5th
through 8th grade will present their books to one another in a fun,
across-grade-levels event. So, don't be left off the menu by not
completing your Summer Reading Assignment. Again, all you need to do is
select one book from a genre we assigned each grade and complete the
graphic organizer! That's it!

The Details:

What Does This Mean  for You?

ENJOY YOUR
SUMMER AND ENJOY
YOUR BOOK!!!!!!!



Henry W. Moore Summer Reading Assignment
I read the book _______________________________________________________________________________________________,  which is in the genre of 

_____________________________________________________ and was written by  ____________________________________________________________________________.

Describe who the protagonist is as a character. How does the character act and behave? Please 

give three detailed characteristics.   _________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________                    _______________________________________________________________________
Describe who the antagonist is as a character. How does the character act and behave? Please

give three detailed characteristics. 
____________________________________________________________________________              _________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Describe The problem that the protagonists faces using specific details:
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________. 

The solution (how the protagonist overcomes the problem) to this problem was:  
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.

Describe the setting of the story and how it impacts the characters.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.
The plot of the story is the events that occur in a cause and effect relationship. One thing

happens, that causes something to happen, and so on. Please list five main events in the story
that are connected and list them  in sequential order:

First -
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Second -
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Third -
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
FoUrth -
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Fifth -
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


